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Book. Debugging becomes more and more the bottleneck to chip design productivity, especially
while developing modern complex integrated circuits and systems at the Electronic System Level
(ESL). Today, debugging is still an unsystematic and lengthy process. Here, a simple reporting of a
failure is not enough, anymore. Rather, it becomes more and more important not only to find
many errors early during development but also to provide efficient methods for their isolation. In
Debugging at the Electronic System Level the state-of-the-art of modeling and verification of ESL
designs is reviewed. There, a particular focus is taken onto SystemC. Then, a reasoning hierarchy is
introduced. The hierarchy combines well-known debugging techniques with whole new techniques
to improve the verification efficiency at ESL. The proposed systematic debugging approach is
supported amongst others by static code analysis, debug patterns, dynamic program slicing,
design visualization, property generation, and automatic failure isolation. All techniques were
empirically evaluated using real-world industrial designs. Summarized, the introduced approach
enables a systematic search for errors in ESL designs. Here, the debugging techniques improve and
accelerate error detection, observation, and isolation as well as design understanding.
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Reviews
A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ca de Nola n
Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Ja iden K onopelski
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